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Foreign Rights 2014/2015
We are pleased to present CARLSEN’s Foreign Rights Catalogue!

CARLSEN stands for a wide range of books aimed at readers aged 3 years to young adult, including: graphic novels and comics, board books and non-fiction. CARLSEN is famous for its Pixi books and the Conni series, but also for books by award-winning Andreas Steinhöfel and best-selling Kai Meyer. In this year’s Foreign Rights Catalogue you will find them all!

A couple of our books, such as the new book by Ulrich Hub (page 4), Reinhard Kleist (page 31), Andreas Steinhöfel (opposite page) and by Susan Kreller (page 5), have excellent chances to receive a translation grant from the “Goethe Institut”. We have marked these books accordingly:

Please contact us or your current agent to discuss this further. You may also visit the “Goethe Institut” website for further information: www.goethe.de/kue/lit/prj/uef/deindex.htm

Enjoy browsing our catalogue!

With best wishes
Christiane Bartelsen, Daniela Steiner and Sylvia Schuster

Christiane Bartelsen  christiane.bartelsen@carlsen.de
Asia, Belgium, France, India, Israel, Scandinavia, The Netherlands

Daniela Steiner  daniela.steiner@carlsen.de
Africa, Baltic Countries, English-speaking Countries, Poland

Sylvia Schuster  sylvia.schuster@carlsen.de
Arabic-speaking Countries, Eastern Europe, Greece, Italy, Portuguese-speaking Countries, Russia, Spanish-speaking Countries, Turkey, Ukraine
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ICON-OVERVIEW

Well, just different then …

“Andreas Steinhöfel is one of the best children’s and young adult book authors in Germany.”

[ DIE ZEIT ]

Different
by Andreas Steinhöfel
Includes vignettes by Peter Schössow
12+ | 200 pages
978-3-551-56006-3

After the accident, time and the world were disconnected. For 263 days Felix had been in a coma, which, ironically, was the exact number of days that his own mother was pregnant with him 11 years prior. The people around him then experience a miracle: On a gorgeous summer’s day Felix returns to life, but he now refers to himself as someone different. He has no memory of the time before the accident or the accident itself … however there is someone who will do anything and everything to ensure that it stays that way.

Different
by Andreas Steinhöfel
Includes vignettes by Peter Schössow
12+ | 200 pages
978-3-551-56006-3

After the accident, time and the world were disconnected. For 263 days Felix had been in a coma, which, ironically, was the exact number of days that his own mother was pregnant with him 11 years prior. The people around him then experience a miracle: On a gorgeous summer’s day Felix returns to life, but he now refers to himself as someone different. He has no memory of the time before the accident or the accident itself … however there is someone who will do anything and everything to ensure that it stays that way.

RICO & OSKAR-Series

ACCEPTED

Rico, Oskar and the Deeper Shadows
978-3-551-55551-9

Rico, Oskar and the Heartbreak
978-3-551-56439-8

Rico, Oskar and the Stolen Stone
978-3-551-55572-4

The Centre of the World
978-3-551-55551-9

Well, just different then …

“Andreas Steinhöfel is one of the best children’s and young adult book authors in Germany.”

[ DIE ZEIT ]

Different
by Andreas Steinhöfel
Includes vignettes by Peter Schössow
12+ | 200 pages
978-3-551-56006-3
“All flights are cancelled,” says the Dog from the security service. So the Panda, the Monkey, the Goose, the Tiger and the two Sheep are stuck at the airport. But why is the whole building empty? That’s not the only question to which the Dog doesn’t have an answer. Then a fiery red animal appears and introduces himself as the Fox. With him, all the animals can finally experience something interesting and thanks to all the cool things in the duty free shop they throw an amazing party! But where have their passports gone?

14-year-old Adrian has lived next door to Stella Maraun for as long as he can remember. She has a slight lisp and is the best friend he ever had. They spent much of their childhood on the porch swing between their homes reading fairytales and drinking hot chocolate. In contrast to Adrian’s mother, Stella isn’t bothered that he grows and grows to reach a height of 2.07 metres. She affectionately calls him One Ninety although this is no longer his height.

Then Dato and his family move into the vacant house next door and a tender love story between Stella and Dato unfolds. Adrian must survive his first terrible heartbreak and still manage to remain friends with Stella.

ULRICH HUB
was born in Tübingen, and trained to be a performing artist in Hamburg. He works as a director at various theaters and writes both theater and screen plays. Ulrich Hub is one of the few authors who is famous for his work in children’s as well as in adult theater. He lives in Berlin.

SUSAN KRELLER
was born in 1977. Her debut “The Elephant in the Room” was nominated for last year’s German Youth Literature Award. This year she’s nominated for an anthology that she edited for CARLSEN.

Ulrich Hub
was born in Tübingen, and trained to be a performing artist in Hamburg. He works as a director at various theaters and writes both theater and screen plays. Ulrich Hub is one of the few authors who is famous for his work in children’s as well as in adult theater. He lives in Berlin.

For reading-out-loud and reading by yourself!
One day they just appeared. The Ghosts. Every day there are more and they just stand there, motionless, bright and seemingly harmless. This time they are smiling. But it is an evil smile…

Sixteen year old Henner is small, has big ears and to top it all off, he's very good at school. In addition to this he looks pretty stupid next to his hulking friends Jacob and Luis. There's something that bothers him though – do they just tolerate him out of habit? Why isn't anybody posting on his Facebook page and how can he conquer the beautiful Valerie? A summer on Helgoland seems like the perfect opportunity to finally make his move, but then he meets Leefke and suddenly the world looks very different.

Running Parkour courses was all that interested Leo until his father fell into a coma. As a result Leo has to be placed under the supervision of the youth welfare office, because years ago his mother had disappeared without a trace. When Leo tries to find her, he finds clues that lead to a mysterious prophecy. Luckily, he can count on the support of Natalie, Anton and the mysterious Sunnah. In his search for the truth Leo takes the direct route and in the process steps on the toes of some very influential people.

17-year-old Milena has always had a strange talent when handling birds. During the day she is an ordinary intern student at a bird sanctuary but at night she becomes a giant bird of prey flying to great heights.

Debut by a young NEW VOICE!
Sentimentality is not Finn’s style. She has enough to do finding a place in between her eccentric parents. While she is busy trying to get her somewhat complicated life in order, her best friend falls in love with someone on the internet. What at first looks like an absurd online relationship soon becomes a crucial test of their friendship in real life.

The universe is in danger; so three children become Star Knights! Their names are Ben, Sammy and Mia. On Earth they are still at school, but in Space they must fight against the evil Count Atrox and the Robotroxes for truth, justice and the light of the stars! Chases, laser combat, combative robots, a nasty ice monster and other hazards await them ...

Barbara Laban was born in 1969. She studied Sinology and Japanese studies. After an extended stay in China she now translates specialist literature on traditional Chinese medicine. She lives with her husband and two daughters in London.

Funny, absurd and refreshing ...

Sentimentality is not Finn’s style. She has enough to do finding a place in between her eccentric parents. While she is busy trying to get her somewhat complicated life in order, her best friend falls in love with someone on the internet. What at first looks like an absurd online relationship soon becomes a crucial test of their friendship in real life.

Giraffes in Finland
by Kari Ehrhard
12+ | 288 pages
978-3-551-58277-5

Star Knights: A new Series for Fans of STAR WARS!

The universe is in danger; so three children become Star Knights! Their names are Ben, Sammy and Mia. On Earth they are still at school, but in Space they must fight against the evil Count Atrox and the Robotroxes for truth, justice and the light of the stars! Chases, laser combat, combative robots, a nasty ice monster and other hazards await them ...

Barbara Laban
was born in 1969. She studied Sinology and Japanese studies. After an extended stay in China she now translates specialist literature on traditional Chinese medicine. She lives with her husband and two daughters in London.
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She’s one of a kind: Pippa is simply unique!

All titles: by Charlotte Habersack | include 2c illustrations by Melanie Garanin | 7+ | 144 pages

A touching Pony Series from a successful Author

All titles: by Usch Luhn | include 2c illustrations by Franziska Harvey | 7+ | 128 pages

More than 100,000 copies sold:
“The School of Magical Animals” is everybody’s Number One!

This school has a secret. If you are lucky you’ll find the best friend ever: a magical animal that can talk – but only to you!

All titles: by Margit Auer | include 2c illustrations by Nina Dulleck | 8+ | 224 pages
### ‘Everyday Life’-Adventures with a lovable Hero!

All titles: by Susanne Fülscher | 10+ | 176–240 pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mia Kicks Off!, vol. 1</td>
<td>978-3-551-65054-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia and the Girl from another Planet, vol. 2</td>
<td>978-3-551-65055-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia and Granny’s Prince Charming, vol. 3</td>
<td>978-3-551-65056-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia almost Home Alone, vol. 7</td>
<td>978-3-551-65057-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Commotion with chaotic Carlotta!

All titles: by Dagmar Hoßfeld | 10+ | 224–256 pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boarding School on Trial, vol. 1</td>
<td>978-3-551-65091-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boarding School and sudden Friends, vol. 2</td>
<td>978-3-551-65092-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Time at Boarding School!, vol. 3</td>
<td>978-3-551-65093-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boarding School and the Prince’s Ball, vol. 4</td>
<td>978-3-551-65094-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discovering Talents and becoming a famous Singer!

All titles: by Martina Sahler and Heiko Walz | 10+ | 240 pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mia and the Love Confusion, vol. 4</td>
<td>978-3-551-65051-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia and the Urban Jungle, vol. 5</td>
<td>978-3-551-65052-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia and the Sister Thing, vol. 6</td>
<td>978-3-551-65053-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia almost Home Alone, vol. 7</td>
<td>978-3-551-65057-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mind Reading Fritzi – great humour for cool readers!

All titles: by Dagmar Hoßfeld | 10+ | 256 pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabulous Fritzi – Love Chaos and Thought Salad, vol. 1</td>
<td>978-3-551-65241-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabulous Fritzi – Vanishing Things and too many Thoughts, vol. 2</td>
<td>978-3-551-65242-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Release: December 2014
**FICTION**

**Scary Stories for early Readers!**

The Big Book of Spine-Chillers
by Andreas Schlüter
includes illustrations by Bernhard Sph
7+ | 384 pages
978-3-551-65048-4

Werewolves, mummies, and Dracula for curious boys and girls
25 chapters with picture searches, mazes, word puzzles and more!
Includes 10 short stories!

For further info, animation films, games and fan gear:
www.unkrautland.com

**Crime Cases for Detectives**

Detective O. on a secret Mission
by Henriette Wich
includes illustrations by Stefanie Jeschke
8+ | 160 pages
978-3-551-31303-4

Clearly Orpheus needs a hobby that is quiet and unobtrusive whilst at the same time tremendously exciting! So he becomes a detective – Detective O. (because abbreviations always sound better). From his detective office in the attic with old coffin catalogues and urns he investigates mysterious events around the funeral home – and there are a lot of them!

**Finally the last volume of the “Tales of Tendril’s Land”-Trilogy is out!**

Tales of Tendril’s Land – Traces of the White Faerie, vol. 1
978-3-551-31351-8

Tales of Tendril’s Land – The Mystery of the Black Hut, vol. 2
978-3-551-31266-2

Tales of Tendril’s Land – The Peak of the Sulfur Battles, vol. 3
978-3-551-31341-6

All titles: by Stefan Seitz | 10+ | 320 pages

“Guess-the-ending”-Adventures for curious early Readers!

The Secret of No. 49
by Jörg Jacob
includes illustrations by Christine Brand
8+ | 144 pages
978-3-551-31302-7

What’s going on in the house next door? Keys disappear and shadows sneak through the gardens. The neighboring house, No. 49, seems to be haunted. Somehow, everything is connected to the owner of No. 49, the mysterious Professor Toothed Whale.

**A touching Story about Friendship – not just for Children**

Sparkling Cat and Stinking Mouse
by Andreas Steinröfel
includes illustrations by Ole Könnecke
8+ | 96 pages
978-3-551-31352-2

Two masters of children’s books: Andreas Steinröfel and Ole Könnecke working together on a book!
CONNI is one of the most popular children’s book characters in Germany and in more than 20 countries!

**BESTSELLER-SERIES**

*All titles: 3+ | 24 pages | 19.2 x 19.2 cm*

CONNI deluxe picture books: 32-page hardcover

**Eagerly awaited: 3 new softcover CONNI picture books!**

**All titles: 3+ | 24 pages | 19.2 x 19.2 cm**

**Conni is Dressing up**
978-3-551-08946-5

**Conni Loses a Tooth**
978-3-551-08944-1

**Conni Gets Pocket Money**
978-3-551-08947-2

**Kisses and First Love**

*All titles: 10+ | 192 pages*

**Aimed at 12-year-old CONNI fans ...**

*All titles: 12+ | 288 pages*

**CONNI novels are SOLD TO**
Albania, Denmark, Hungary, Israel, Italy, United Kingdom, Portugal, Slovak, Spain (Catalan), and Turkey

**More than 700,000 copies sold of the “Conni & Co” books!**

**More than 50,000 copies sold of the 1st volume!**

**Overview of the novel series vol. 1–22**

**Overview of the other 33 Conni softcover picture books**

**Complete list of the other 8 Conni 32-page hardcover picture books**

**Overview of the “Conni & Co” series vol. 1–8**

A warm-hearted story about Conni’s trip to a safari-park together with her grandparents and her younger brother. Here she learns a lot about wildlife conservation and captive breeding.

**Conni and the Wild Animals, vol. 23**
978-3-551-55613-4

Conni’s class is spending a couple of days in the middle of nowhere. The class has to learn a lot about surviving in nature, but also about social skills.

**Conni and the Class Camp, vol. 24**
978-3-551-55614-1

Conni is Dressing up
978-3-551-08946-5

Conni Loses a Tooth
978-3-551-08944-1

Conni Gets Pocket Money
978-3-551-08947-2

Roll up! Conni’s at the Circus
978-3-551-50187-4

CONNI novels are SOLD TO
Albania, Denmark, Hungary, Israel, Italy, United Kingdom, Portugal, Slovak, Spain (Catalan), and Turkey

**Award winner**

**Bestseller**

**English extract available**

**Translation grant**

**Royalty deals only**

Conni and the Wild Animals, vol. 23
978-3-551-55613-4

Conni and the Class Camp, vol. 24
978-3-551-55614-1

**Kisses and First Love**

*All titles: 10+ | 192 pages*

**Conni, Phillip and a Kiss in the Snow, vol. 9**
978-3-551-55409-3

**Conni, Dina and the Love Quiz, vol. 10**
978-3-551-55410-9

**Conni 15 – My Life, Love and all the Rest, vol. 1**
978-3-551-26001-7

**Conni 15 – My Summer almost without Boys, vol. 2**
978-3-551-26002-4

**CONNI 15 – My Summer almost without Boys, vol. 2**
978-3-551-26002-4

**Conni and the Wild Animals, vol. 23**
978-3-551-55613-4

**Conni and the Class Camp, vol. 24**
978-3-551-55614-1

**Conni, Phillip and a Kiss in the Snow, vol. 9**
978-3-551-55409-3

**Conni, Dina and the Love Quiz, vol. 10**
978-3-551-55410-9

**Conni 15 – My Life, Love and all the Rest, vol. 1**
978-3-551-26001-7

**Conni 15 – My Summer almost without Boys, vol. 2**
978-3-551-26002-4

**Bestseller**

**Award winner**

**English extract available**

**Translation grant**

**Royalty deals only**

**Overview of the novel series vol. 1–22**

**Overview of the other 33 Conni softcover picture books**

**Complete list of the other 8 Conni 32-page hardcover picture books**

**Overview of the “Conni & Co” series vol. 1–8**

**More than 700,000 copies sold of the “Conni & Co” books!**

**More than 50,000 copies sold of the 1st volume!**

**Overview of the other 33 Conni softcover picture books**

**Complete list of the other 8 Conni 32-page hardcover picture books**

**Overview of the “Conni & Co” series vol. 1–8**

**Bestseller**

**Award winner**

**English extract available**

**Translation grant**

**Royalty deals only**
Conni helps Children understand their Bodies

Our Body
3+ | 14 pages | board book with flaps
978-3-551-16851-1

Learning fun for Kindergarten- and Schoolchildren!

Sums from 1 to 100
978-3-551-18704-8

Painting, Playing, and Cuddling
978-3-551-18587-9

Alles über Ponies
978-3-551-18655-3

Dot-to-Dot: Numbers and Letters
978-3-551-18703-1

The Big Learn-to-Read with Conni Book
6+ | 126 pages
978-3-551-53803-3

Important Topics for Boys and their Parents!

Max Visits Grandma and Grandpa
3+ | 24 pages | softcover | 19.2 x 19.2 cm
978-3-551-08928-1

Max Cooks Spaghetti
3+ | 32 pages | hardcover
20 x 26.6 cm
978-3-551-51959-7

Max Goes to Hospital
3+ | 32 pages | hardcover
20 x 26.6 cm
978-3-551-51960-3

Top themes for Boys: Learning to be fair & taking Responsibilities!

Max and the fair Competition, vol. 6
7+ | 96 pages | 14.5 x 21.5 cm
978-3-551-51538-5

Max and the successful Christmas, vol. 7
7+ | 96 pages | 14.5 x 21.5 cm
978-3-551-51537-2

Max and the fair Competition, vol. 6
7+ | 96 pages | 14.5 x 21.5 cm
978-3-551-51538-5

Max and the successful Christmas, vol. 7
7+ | 96 pages | 14.5 x 21.5 cm
978-3-551-51537-2

MAX books guarantee boys easy access to the world of books!
PICTURE BOOKS

**Even Snowmen have a warm Heart**

The Snowman’s Child by Jörg Hilbert
3+ | 48 pages | hardcover | 28.5 x 23.6 cm
978-3-551-51812-5

A fascinating story of the Snowman’s child who wants to learn more about summer and experience a warm season by living in an ice-cream seller’s freezer.

**Searching for Christmas**

My Search-and-Find Book for the Christmas Season by Hans Christian Schmidt
includes illustrations by Andreas Német
18 months+ | 16 pages | 23 x 30 cm
978-3-551-3845-0

**Minitou explains the World of the Native Americans**

Minitou – The Great Indian
978-3-551-51802-6
Minitou – Forever Friends
978-3-551-51819-4

All titles: by Sandra Grimm | include illustrations by Susanne Szesny | 4+ | 32 pages | hardcover with a charm | 30.75 x 25 cm

**Of course, we’re great!**

Minitou – My Indian World
978-3-551-51809-5
Minitou – Coloring Book
978-3-551-51810-1

The perfect gift book for the first day of school!

**With these books, anywhere and anytime is read-out-loud time ...**

BESTSELLER

All titles: 4+ | 32 pages | softcover | 19.2 x 21.6 cm

Easy and inexpensive read-out-loud books for on the go.
Each volume consists of 6-7 stories with delightful illustrations.

**Travel Stories: A Cuddly Toy Skips across the Sea**
978-3-551-22120-9

**Friendship Stories: My Favorite Witch Miranella**
978-3-551-22121-6

**Animal Stories: Owl Ella Celebrates its Birthday**
978-3-551-22122-3

**Kindergarten Stories: When the Toys Started to Play**
978-3-551-22128-5

**Adventure Stories: The Bread and Butter Bends**
978-3-551-22123-0

**Space Stories: The Astronaut in Golden Pants**
978-3-551-22126-1

**Winter Stories: The Bewitched Skates**
978-3-551-22129-2

**MALITOU**

Activity Books: beautifully designed to help developing creativity & cognition!

Easy and inexpensive read-out-loud books for on the go.
Each volume consists of 6-7 stories with delightful illustrations.

**MINITOU**

All titles: by Karsten Tisch
4+ | 32 pages | 25.5 x 19.6 cm
978-3-551-51805-7

Malte has a real snake. Meike has three rats and Johanna has a rat-tail hairstyle. Murat has a big heart and Robert has a big dog. Kirsten sleeps on her stomach at night and Fritzi sleeps on a pea. The children are all very different. Will they get along? That would be great for class 1a.

**Awards & bestsellers**

Award winner
Bestseller
English extract available
Translation grant
Royalty deals only

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

**Minitou – The Great Indian**
978-3-551-51802-6

**Minitou – Forever Friends**
978-3-551-51819-4

**MINITOU**

beautifuly designed to help developing creativity & cognition!
Friends Forever – a creative Friendship Book!

The first FRIENDSHIP BOOK for creative kindergarten kids:
drawing, painting, stamping, gluing and filling out
all by yourselves

Activity Books that have already become Classics:
Drawing in Rhymes

The perfect bargain gift book.

Snipping, drawing and discovering Surprises!
All titles: 5+ | 24 pages | 19 x 27 cm

The popular “I Can do…” series for young artists
All titles: 5+ | 24 pages | 19 x 27 cm | 4c

Approved concept!
30,000 Pixi books are sold every day!

Pixi books are small softcover picture books, which easily fit into any pocket! Each one is just as beautiful and lovingly illustrated as a regular sized book and the series covers every topic imaginable. If the small size of our Pixi books doesn’t suit your shop, don’t hesitate to ask for a change of format. Just select your favorite Pixi stories and start your own picture book collection.

Series 222: Pixi joins Rabbits and Hens  | 978-3-551-05221-6  - Colourful Springtime Stories!

Series 222: Rusty Knight  | 978-3-551-05222-3  - Boys and girls love the “Rusty Knight”

Series 223: Welcome to School!  | 978-3-551-05223-0  - Gift books for the first day at school

Series 224: Pixi’s Parade of Princesses  | 978-3-551-05224-7  - Lovely, strong pink princesses

Series 225: Famous Authors Congratulate Pixi  | 978-3-551-05225-4  - written/illustrated by Germany’s most famous authors

Series 226: Happy Birthday, Pixi!  | 978-3-551-05226-1  - A collection of old and new Pixi adventures

Series W 29: Tomorrow, Santa is Coming  | 978-3-551-05259-1  - Looking for a unique Christmas book?

Bestselling JAKOB series for Young Families

My First Read-Out-Loud Book for Big Little Boys  | 978-3-551-17026-2

Each week more than 1000 new JAKOB books are sold to parents. The JAKOB series offers parents great support with everyday issues. Important topics are introduced and then resolved in a positive manner. This year, the JAKOB series celebrates its 10th anniversary.

Two Search-and-Find Books with JAKOB and his sister Conni

JAKOB Needs a Band Aid  | 978-3-551-16877-1

More than 16,000 copies of the 1st volume sold!

Proven by Kindergarten readers: JAKOB’s Board Books for the Little Ones

JAKOB Needs a Band Aid  | 978-3-551-16878-8

More than 16,000 copies of the 1st volume sold!
Stories that explain the World to Preschoolers

All titles: 3+ | 24 pages | 19.2 x 19.2 cm

**My Birthday Calendar**
978-3-551-08676-1
A perpetual calendar with 12 images and short texts to read out loud.

**A Year on a Farm**
978-3-551-08678-5
Includes a poster and a perpetual calendar!

**It’s OK for Jule to be Angry**
978-3-551-08444-6
JULE books help parents talk about difficult topics with their kids.

**Warum!**
978-3-551-25103-9
We know that children have at least 1000 questions every day, but do we have all the answers?

**Ask for our COMPLETE LIST**
of 18 I-Have-a-Friend books.

**Summer at Kindergarten**
978-3-551-08920-5
Explaining the summer season.

**I Have a Friend who is a Vet**
978-3-551-08989-2
Simple descriptions and detailed illustrations about a dream job.

**From Tadpole to Frog**
978-3-551-08920-5
A popular topic for kindergarten and school.

**Winter at Kindergarten**
978-3-551-08929-2
Explaining the winter season.

**Why! Children’s Questions & Answers all Year round**
by Thorsten Höge (ed.)
4+ | 208 pages | 4c
978-3-551-25103-9
This book is set to become an important family companion all year round. It’s compact and manageable, sorted by seasons and equipped with helpful indexes. Why! is an invaluable resource for parents and children that will encourage you to explore nature together.

**Award winner**
**Bestseller**
**English extract available**
**Translation grant**
**Royalty deals only**

**COMPLETE LIST**
of all Lesemaus titles available!

**SOLD TO**
Czech Republic, Germany, France, Poland and Turkey.

**ROYALTY DEALS**
include all pictures!
New Pictures Books by Germany’s Finest Children’s Book Authors and Illustrators

All titles: 3+ | 32 pages | 19 x 23 cm

**Albatross Alarm**
by Katrin Engelking
978-3-8489-1005-2

**The Sheep**
by Flix
978-3-8489-1025-8

**Little Hearts for Mum**
by Manuela Otten
978-3-8489-1017-5

**Bunny in the Pit**
by Isabel Kreitz
978-3-8489-1009-0

**Beastly Numerous**
by Nadia Buddle
978-3-8489-1015-1

**Course I can!**
by Sabine Wilharm
978-3-8489-1016-8

**Out of the Ordinary: the new Picture Book by ATAK**

**Martha – The Story of the Last Passenger Pigeon**
by ATAK
6+ | 32 pages | 30 x 27 cm
978-3-8489-0077-0

Martha tells her story and the story of her kind. How could it happen that the carrier pigeon, once one of the most common bird species on Earth, has been completely eradicated? Martha died on September 1, 1914 in Cincinnati Zoo.

New Stories by the Illustrator of “Anton”

**Franz Marc goes to War**
Illustrated by Reinhard Kleist
12+ | 112 pages
978-3-8489-0078-7

Twin Cities – Two like Day and Night
by Ulrike Schrimpf
10+ | 304 pages
978-3-8489-1003-8

Virginie and Bertie are twins. Twins, but they couldn’t be more different. Whilst Virginie pursues her passion for ice-skating, Bertie feels a bit lost in Berlin. After the separation of their parents Bertie decides to go and live with his mother in Vienna and Virginie remains with her father in Berlin. The twins miss each other more than they expected and so begin to plan how to get the family back together again.

Martha – The Story of the Last Passenger Pigeon
by ATAK
6+ | 32 pages | 30 x 27 cm
978-3-8489-0077-0

A turbulent Family Story set in Vienna and Berlin

**Twin Cities – Two like Day and Night**
by Ulrike Schrimpf
10+ | 304 pages
978-3-8489-1003-8

Ulrike Schrimpf’s hallmark: Credible and complex characters

**Out of the Ordinary: the new Picture Book by ATAK**

**Martha – The Story of the Last Passenger Pigeon**
by ATAK
6+ | 32 pages | 30 x 27 cm
978-3-8489-0077-0

1914 – A Painter Goes to War
illustrated by Reinhard Kleist
12+ | 112 pages
978-3-8489-0078-7

Virginie and Bertie are twins. Twins, but they couldn’t be more different. Whilst Virginie pursues her passion for ice-skating, Bertie feels a bit lost in Berlin. After the separation of their parents Bertie decides to go and live with his mother in Vienna and Virginie remains with her father in Berlin. The twins miss each other more than they expected and so begin to plan how to get the family back together again.

Out of the Ordinary: the new Picture Book by ATAK

**Martha – The Story of the Last Passenger Pigeon**
by ATAK
6+ | 32 pages | 30 x 27 cm
978-3-8489-0077-0

Martha tells her story and the story of her kind. How could it happen that the carrier pigeon, once one of the most common bird species on Earth, has been completely eradicated? Martha died on September 1, 1914 in Cincinnati Zoo.
In the Heart of Africa

Emilio Tasso
by Alexander Bühler
includes illustrations by Uta Röttgers
360 pages | 21 x 24 cm
978-3-551-78700-2

Emilio Tasso is a journalist and in the Congo to report on the refugee situation there. However, in a camp in Goma, he stumbles upon the trail of a completely different story. Somewhere in the jungle is a half-finished residence, that of the last Belgian king. A forgotten railway line leads there. He decides to go on a search but soon realizes that he is being watched. Behind this story there seems to be much more than just ruins and rails ...

Two Graphic Novels focusing on historical serial killers

Vasmer’s Brother
by Peer Meter
includes illustrations by David von Bassewitz
176 pages | 17 x 24 cm
978-3-551-76837-7

By the author of the highly acclaimed “Haarmann” comes a psycho thriller that leads us into a fascinating and dark world full of terrifying images. The historical case of serial killer and cannibal Karl Denke serves as the backdrop for this psychologically astute story. Set in a small Polish village in wintertime, the story’s protagonist Vasmer loses himself as he embarks on a journey to find his brother.

Haarmann
by Peer Meter
includes illustrations by Isabel Kreitz
176 pages | 17 x 24 cm
978-3-551-72969-9

The serial killer Fritz Haarmann was beheaded in Hanover on April 15, 1925. He was alleged to have abused and murdered more than 20 boys. Isabel Kreitz and the author Peer Meter teamed up to adapt this thrilling material into a graphic novel. In her atmospheric illustrations, Isabel Kreitz recreates the city of Hanover in the 1920s, whose dark corners reflect both the emotional abyss of Haarmann’s personality and the political and social situation of Germany after WW I.

A New Graphic Novel by last year’s Youth Literature Award Winner!

REINHARD KLEIST
was born in 1970 and studied Graphic Arts and Design. Since 1996 he’s been living in Berlin where he shares his studio with other comic book artists. In 2013 he won Germany’s Youth Literature Award for “The Boxer”.

The Dream of Olympics — The Story of Samia Yusuf Omar
by Reinhard Kleist
128 pages | 17.5 x 24.6 cm
978-3-551-79107-8
Release: March 2015

The author, Reinhard Kleist, covers controversial historical issues in this novel in a similar fashion to his previous graphic novel “The Boxer”. Now he addresses a current issue based on a true story. The African sprinter Samia Yusuf Omar drowned off the coast of Malta in 2012 at the age of 21 years. She represented Somalia at the 2008 Olympic games in Beijing. However Islamic extremists, who reject women that play sports threatened her. Hoping to participate in the London Olympics she tries to escape to Europe.

SOLD TO:
Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, English worldwide, France, Italy, Macedonia, Poland, Serbia, Spain (Cast.), Sweden

SOLD TO:
Brazil, China, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Slovenia, Turkey, UK

SOLD TO:
Brazil, China, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, Turkey

SOLD TO:
Brazil, China, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, Turkey

SOLD TO:
Brazil, China, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, Turkey

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Three volumes of comic fun for boys and girls

All titles: by Flix and Ralph Ruthe | 8+ | 64 pages | 17 x 24 cm

Ferdinand, the Roving Reporter Dog, vol. 1
978-3-551-72894-4

Ferdinand, the Roving Reporter Dog, vol. 2
978-3-551-72897-5

Ferdinand, the Roving Reporter Dog, vol. 3
978-3-551-72898-2

Ferdinand inspires kids to be curious and to ask questions!

Gift book for travelers to Berlin!

What it means to be a hero ...

“You don’t become a hero – you’re born a hero, trying to act like one every single damn day of your life” says the author Flix. His alter ego Felix discovers the world, starting out with the heroic courage and pride of all children. A few years later when it comes to getting the attention of girls, however, his courage to act like a hero is inversely proportional to his will. Once he has mastered this hurdle, he’ll discover that the real challenge of an everyday relationship lies ahead of him.

Previously published in three single volumes:

Hero
978-3-551-77109-4

Say Something
978-3-551-74820-1

Girl
978-3-551-78181-9

The Hero Trilogy
by Flix
352 pages | 17 x 24 cm
978-3-551-78990-7
Release: March 2015

“You don’t become a hero – you’re born a hero, trying to act like one every single damn day of your life” says the author Flix. His alter ego Felix discovers the world, starting out with the heroic courage and pride of all children. A few years later when it comes to getting the attention of girls, however, his courage to act like a hero is inversely proportional to his will. Once he has mastered this hurdle, he’ll discover that the real challenge of an everyday relationship lies ahead of him.

Previously published in three single volumes:

Hero
978-3-551-77109-4

Say Something
978-3-551-74820-1

Girl
978-3-551-78181-9
Action combined with Comedy and Eroticism

All titles: by Melanie Schober | All Age | 196 pages | 12.5 x 18.0 cm

Skull Party, vol. 1
978-3-551-79381-2

Skull Party, vol. 2
978-3-551-79382-9

Skull Party, vol. 3
978-3-551-79383-6

Melanie Schober,
born 1985, is one of Germany’s most popular and talented mangaka. Her previous series “Personal Paradise” has become very popular among fans, who have eagerly awaited this new series. Essential to Melanie’s creative process: lots of coffee!

Losing control for fans of Shojo manga

Completed in two volumes!

Volume 2 will be out in Spring/Summer 2015!

Lost Ctrl, vol. 1
by Evelyne Park (formerly known as Evelyne Bösch)
12+ | 196 pages
978-3-551-79688-4

EVELYNE PARK,
born 1989, published her first manga “Feed Me Poison” in 2012. Her manga have become insider tips among fans of Shojo. Her stories are fresh, romantic and fast-paced and her pictures’ composition unique. She lives in Zurich.

Haunted by Vampires and Werewolves

Completed in two volumes!

Anne Delseit,
born 1986, lives in Cologne. She loves to sing (soprano), write and talk with friends on the phone.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Personal Paradise, vol. 1
978-3-551-79444-6

Personal Paradise – Miss Misery
978-3-551-79123-8

Personal Paradise – Assassin Angel
978-3-551-79124-5

Personal Paradise – Killer Kid I
978-3-551-79125-2

Personal Paradise – Killer Kid II
978-3-551-79126-9

Shadow Aria, vol. 1
by Anne Delseit
includes illustrations by Zofia Garden
16+ | 216 pages
978-3-551-74144-8
Release: March 2015

Haunted by Vampires and Werewolves

Completed in two volumes!

John Garten, Anne Delseit

Shadow Aria, vol. 1
by Anne Delseit
includes illustrations by Zofia Garden
16+ | 216 pages
978-3-551-74144-8
Release: March 2015

MELANIE SCHÖBER,
born 1985, is one of Germany’s most popular and talented mangaka. Her previous series “Personal Paradise” has become very popular among fans, who have eagerly awaited this new series. Essential to Melanie’s creative process: lots of coffee!

You can also find other titles like Skull Party, which is a series by Melanie Schober.
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